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is the most comprehensive study to date of Asian American political behavior, including such key measures
as voting, political donations, community organizing, and political protests. The book examines why some
groups participate while others do not, why certain civic activities are deemed preferable to others, and
why Asian socioeconomic advantage has so far not led to increased political clout. Asian American Political
Participation is based on data from the authors’ groundbreaking 2008 National Asian American Survey of
more than 5,000 Chinese, Indian, Vietnamese, Korean, Filipino, and Japanese Americans. The book shows
that the motivations for and impediments to political participation are as diverse as the Asian American
population. For example, native-born Asians have higher rates of political participation than their
immigrant counterparts, particularly recent adult arrivals who were socialized outside of the United States.
Protest activity is the exception, which tends to be higher among immigrants who maintain connections
abroad and who engaged in such activity in their country of origin. Surprisingly, factors such as living in a
new immigrant destination or in a city with an Asian American elected official do not seem to motivate
political behavior—neither does ethnic group solidarity. Instead, hate crimes and racial victimization are
the factors that most motivate Asian Americans to participate politically. Involvement in non-political
activities such as civic and religious groups also bolsters political participation. Even among Asian groups,
socioeconomic advantage does not necessarily translate into high levels of political participation. Chinese
Americans, for example, have significantly higher levels of educational attainment than Japanese
Americans, but Japanese Americans are far more likely to vote and make political contributions. And
Vietnamese Americans, with the lowest levels of education and income, vote and engage in protest politics
more than any other group. Lawmakers tend to favor the interests of groups who actively engage the
political system, and groups who do not participate at high levels are likely to suffer political consequences
in the future. Asian American Political Participation demonstrates that understanding Asian political
behavior today can have significant repercussions for Asian American political influence tomorrow.
Interview Questions and Answers - Richard McMunn 2013-05

Transnational Histories of Southern Africa’s Liberation Movements - Jocelyn Alexander 2020-06-30
Transnational Histories of Southern Africa’s Liberation Movements offers new perspectives on southern
Africa’s wars of national liberation, drawing on extensive oral historical and archival research. Assuming
neither the primacy of nationalist loyalties as they exist today nor any single path to liberation, the book
unpicks any notion of a straightforward imposition of Cold War ideologies or strategic interests on
liberation wars. This approach adds new dimensions to the rich literatures on the Global Cold War and on
solidarity movements. The contributors trace the ways that ideas and practices were made, adopted, and
circulated through time and space through a focus on African soldiers, politicians and diplomats. The book
also asks what motivated the men and women who crossed borders to join liberation movements, how Cold
War influences were acted upon, interpreted and used, and why certain moments, venues and relations
took on exaggerated importance. The connections among liberation movements, between them and their
hosts, and across an extraordinarily diverse set of external actors reveal surprising exchanges and lasting
legacies that have too often been obscured by the assertion of monolithic national histories. Tracing an
extraordinarily diverse set of interactions and exchanges, Transnational Histories of Southern Africa’s
Liberation Movements will be of great interest to scholars of Southern Africa, Transnational History, the
Cold War and African Politics. The chapters were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Southern African Studies.
Student Affairs Assessment, Evaluation, and Research - Vicki L. Wise 2019-02-11
This unique book is a valuable tool for all student affairs educators. The text opens with an exploration of
the history of assessment in higher education, in general, and then student affairs more specifically. Having
established a historical perspective, the reader then delves into chapters that align with the Assessment,
Evaluation, and Research (AER) competency and accompanying rubric. It provides the reader with a unique
approach to learning and understanding AER. It is designed in a format that describes/defines this
competency at the foundational, intermediate, and advanced outcome levels; suggests ways to apply this
competency in practice through case studies from student affairs; and provides tools for the assessment of
competency understanding. All chapters include relevant terminology necessary for understanding, the
competency applied to a case study, and an opportunity for self-assessment. While the book is designed for
those who are preparing to become student affairs educators and for those who are new to this discipline, it
is certainly filled with information and resources for entry-level, mid-level, and senior-level professionals.
The text is not only a blueprint but also a global positioning system on assessment, evaluation, and research
in student affairs to guide the reader in the process of helping and educating students. The book bridges
the gap between who one is today and who one wants to become as a future student affairs educator. As a
guidebook, it is a unique and valuable source to aid the student in developing real professional competency.
Asian American Political Participation - Janelle S. Wong 2011-10-01
Asian Americans are a small percentage of the U.S. population, but their numbers are steadily rising—from
less than a million in 1960 to more than 15 million today. They are also a remarkably diverse
population—representing several ethnicities, religions, and languages—and they enjoy higher levels of
education and income than any other U.S. racial group. Historically, socioeconomic status has been a
reliable predictor of political behavior. So why has this fast-growing American population, which is doing so
well economically, been so little engaged in the U.S. political system? Asian American Political Participation

All In - Suzanne McCray 2013-01-01
The world of national and international scholarships is more competitive than ever. Top students from
across the county vie for a limited number of awards that provide the funding needed to participate in elite
programs that can help launch the careers of those who receive the recognition. Scholarship foundation
leaders have an insider’s view of the selection process, and experienced advisors prepare students to
navigate applications and interviews. Both perspectives are represented here in this new collection
emphasizing the importance of engaging a diverse group of students, institutions, and programs in the
process as well as expanding the educational experience for students as they apply so that everyone
benefits, no matter what the outcome.
Evaluating and Improving Undergraduate Teaching in Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics - National Research Council 2003-01-19
Economic, academic, and social forces are causing undergraduate schools to start a fresh examination of
teaching effectiveness. Administrators face the complex task of developing equitable, predictable ways to
evaluate, encourage, and reward good teaching in science, math, engineering, and technology. Evaluating,
and Improving Undergraduate Teaching in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics offers a
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vision for systematic evaluation of teaching practices and academic programs, with recommendations to the
various stakeholders in higher education about how to achieve change. What is good undergraduate
teaching? This book discusses how to evaluate undergraduate teaching of science, mathematics,
engineering, and technology and what characterizes effective teaching in these fields. Why has it been
difficult for colleges and universities to address the question of teaching effectiveness? The committee
explores the implications of differences between the research and teaching cultures-and how practices in
rewarding researchers could be transferred to the teaching enterprise. How should administrators
approach the evaluation of individual faculty members? And how should evaluation results be used? The
committee discusses methodologies, offers practical guidelines, and points out pitfalls. Evaluating, and
Improving Undergraduate Teaching in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics provides a
blueprint for institutions ready to build effective evaluation programs for teaching in science fields.
Roads Less Traveled and Other Perspectives on Nationally Competitive Scholarships - Suzanne McCray
2017-08-01
Applying for nationally competitive scholarships can be a daunting process for students. Thousands apply
each year for scholarships with familiar names like the Rhodes, Marshall, Gates Cambridge, Schwarzman,
Fulbright, Truman, Goldwater, Udall, and Madison, or for one of many STEM opportunities like National
Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowships or National Defense Science and Engineering
Fellowship. For many, the applications present an unfamiliar territory, so students seek out informed
advisors who can help them navigate the terrain. This volume of essays is a great way for anyone advising
students through an application to become an expert. Roads Less Traveled and Other Perspectives on
Nationally Competitive Scholarships provides critical information from scholarship foundations about the
best ways to guide students—from considering a career path, to completing the application, to preparing
for an interview. Experienced advisors also share helpful tips on practical topics like writing letters of
endorsement or assisting those who want to study abroad, and they provide programmatic advice on how to
broaden the pool of applicants, address those with financial needs, and make all who apply feel the process
has value beyond winning. Roads Less Traveled and Other Perspectives on Nationally Competitive
Scholarships is a must for anyone advising students on scholarships.
Getting Into Medical School - Asrar Rashid

applying for residency positions throughout the United States.
Disability and the Academic Job Market - Christopher McGunnigle
"Disability and the Academic Job Market" examines ableist structures in academia that inherently create
obstacles to full-time employment for people with a disability. Based on historical and contemporary
scholarship, it has been shown how disclosure of a disability can have profound repercussions for a scholar
with a disability. Scholars with a disability are often inhibited from applying to or being promoted in
academia because of direct discrimination, negative perception towards people with a disability,
inaccessible physical and performance conditions, and social models of disability that characterize disability
as unproductive, abnormal, and risky. While scholarship has addressed ableism in academia, it has not
strongly focused on the specific difficulties and barriers that a person with a disability faces when applying
for a full-time academic position. This book seeks to provide a resource that brings to light ableist
conditions in the academic hiring process through the lived experiences of scholars with a disability, with
hope to implement change in these situations. This collection presents a combination of personal narrative
and scholarship from academics with a disability who have navigated the academic job market, with
additional contributions from non-disabled allies who have advocated for change in academic structures.
Our collection begins by expressing the concerned experiences of students entering the academic job
market, followed by scholars who have more fully lived through the obstacles of the academic market in
both contingent and tenure track positions. A vital focus of this collection is on intersectionality as chapters
draw from interactions between disability and race, gender, and sexuality across international contexts.
Important topics discussed throughout the collection include systemic ableism, disclosure, the job
interview, academic workaholism, and lack of accommodations.
Kurdish Awakening - Ofra Bengio 2014-11-15
Kurdish Awakening examines key questions related to Kurdish nationalism and identity formation in Syria,
Iraq, Iran, and Turkey. The world's largest stateless ethnic group, Kurds have steadily grown in importance
as a political power in the Middle East, particularly in light of the "Arab Spring." As a result, Kurdish
issues—political, cultural, and historical alike—have emerged as the subject of intense scholarly interest.
This book provides fresh ways of understanding the historical and sociopolitical underpinnings of the
ongoing Kurdish awakening and its already significant impact on the region. Rather than focusing on one
state or angle, this anthology fills a gap in the literature on the Kurds by providing a panoramic view of the
Kurdish homeland's various parts. The volume focuses on aspects of Kurdish nationalism and identity
formation not addressed elsewhere, including perspectives on literature, gender, and constitution making.
Further, broad thematic essays include a discussion of the historical experiences of the Kurds from the time
of their Islamization more than a millennium ago up until the modern era, a comparison of the Kurdish
experience with other ethno-national movements, and a treatment of the role of tribalism in modern nation
building. This collection is unique in its use of original sources in various languages. The result is an
analytically rich portrayal that sheds light on the Kurds' prospects and the challenges they confront in a
region undergoing sweeping upheavals.
Your Army ROTC - United States Department of the Army 1950

The Place and the Writer - Marshall Moore 2021-04-08
The combined experience of authors throughout the ages offers a wealth of valuable information about the
practice of creative writing. However, such lore can also be problematic for students and practitioners as it
can be inherently additive, making it difficult to abandon processes that do not work. This adherence to lore
also tends to be a US-centric endeavor. In order to take a nuanced approach to the uses and limitations of
lore, The Place and the Writer offers a global perspective on creative writing pedagogy that has yet to be
fully explored. Featuring a diverse array of cultural viewpoints from Brazil to Hong Kong, Finland to South
Africa, this book explores the ongoing international debate about the best approaches for teaching and
practicing creative writing. Marshall Moore and Sam Meekings challenge areas of perceived wisdom that
persist in the field of creative writing, including aesthetics and politics in institutionalized creative writing;
the process of workshopping; tuition and talent; anxiety in the classroom; unifying theory and lore; and
teaching creative writing in languages other than English.
Tips for the Residency Match - Justin W. Kung 2014-12-29
Tips for the Residency Match is a unique guide for medical students applying for residency positions.
Packed with hints, tips, and recommendations from both program directors and current residents, Tips for
the Residency Match chronologically covers the key information required to excel during the residency
application process - from résumé advice and preparing for the interview and beyond. Both insightful and
practical, Tips for the Residency Match features a wide spectrum of medical specialties and an extra
section for foreign graduates. Tips for the Residency Match is: Uniquely tailored to the needs of those
applying for US residency positions Written by leading Residency Directors and current residents in the
major specialties Offers unprecedented access to how departmental decisions about the Match are made
Boasting expert advice and a wide scope, Tips for the Residency Match is the ideal companion for those

MCAT Practice Test - Aamc 2003-09
A real printed MCAT exam for practice test-taking.
National Summit on School Leadership - Connie L. Fulmer 2005
National Summit on School Leadership contains articles on educational leadership submitted for
publication in the 2005 NCPEA yearbook. Included is an invited article section followed by three additional
sections titled crediting the past, challenging the present, and creating the future. This annual publication
features current thinking on educational leadership, innovations in the preparation of school leaders, and
issues relevant to the field. It will be of interest to professors of educational administration,
superintendents, principals, and scholars engaged in changing and challenging the field of educational
leadership.
Sexual and Gender Minority Health - Brea L. Perry 2021-01-15
This volume of Advances in Medical Sociology showcases rich theoretical and empirical contributions on
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SGM health and wellbeing. The chapters address a variety of topics, drawing from classic and
contemporary sociological frameworks and constructs, and reflecting intersecting interdisciplinary
approaches to SGM health.
Winning Scholarships for College, Fourth Edition - Marianne Ragins 2013-11-19
An updated and revised edition shares up-to-date information on how and where to search for college
funds, providing step-by-step instructions for applying to hundreds of well-known and specialized programs.
The College Woman's Handbook - Rachel Dobkin 1995-01-01
Covers academic life, financial matters, health, sexuality, security issues, job hunting, and other areas as
they relate to the experiences of women undergraduates
The Power of Public Ideas - Robert B. Reich 1990

In the next five years, sixteen million high school students will graduate, making up the largest group of
high school graduates in this country’s history. Those students who are fortunate enough to be on the honor
roll or the star quarterback of the football team will have access to the best scholarships. But what will
happen to the rest of them—those students who have the potential for a great college career, but not
necessarily the financial backing to attend the school of their dreams? Author Kimberly Stezala
passionately believes that every student should have access to a quality education. Now, she shows parents
and their kids how to approach the scholarship process like a pro. Filled with inspiring advice from
successful students and scholarship providers, Scholarships 101 shows aspiring college students how to:
apply for those scholarships that are the best match for their profile and skills • create a scholarship
application that will stand apart from the rest and impress the judges • find the buried treasure of
scholarships that aren’t necessarily available on common websites • build a team of supporters in their
scholarship quest Straightforward and savvy, this book provides the extra boost many students need to plan
for their futures and receive the education they deserve.
Qualitative Interviewing - Svend Brinkmann 2013-05-30
Qualitative interviewing has today become one of the most common research methods across the human
and social sciences, but it is an approach that comes in different guises. Qualitative Interviewing will help
its readers write, represent, understand, and critique qualitative interview research in its many forms as
currently practiced. The book begins with a theoretically informed introduction to qualitative interviewing
by presenting a variegated landscape of how conversations have been used for knowledge-producing
purposes. Particular attention is paid to the complementary positions of experience-focused interviewing
(phenomenological positions) and language-focused interviewing (discourse-oriented positions), which
focus on interview talk as reports (of the experiences of interviewees) and accounts (occasioned by the
situation of interviewing), respectively. The following chapters address various ways of designing
qualitative interview studies and a guide to writing up the methodological procedures and results of an
interview study. The book concludes with a presentation of the most common errors in interview reports,
offering a range of solutions and strategies for evaluating research findings based on qualitative interviews.
How Writing Faculty Write - Christine E. Tulley 2018-04-09
In How Writing Faculty Write, Christine Tulley examines the composing processes of fifteen faculty leaders
in the field of rhetoric and writing, revealing through in-depth interviews how each scholar develops ideas,
conducts research, drafts and revises a manuscript, and pursues publication. The book shows how
productive writing faculty draw on their disciplinary knowledge to adopt attitudes and strategies that not
only increase their chances of successful publication but also cultivate writing habits that sustain them over
the course of their academic careers. The diverse interviews present opportunities for students and
teachers to extrapolate from the personal experience of established scholars to their own writing and
professional lives. Tulley illuminates a long-unstudied corner of the discipline: the writing habits of
theorists, researchers, and teachers of writing. Her interviewees speak candidly about overcoming
difficulties in their writing processes on a daily basis, using strategies for getting started and restarted,
avoiding writer’s block, finding and using small moments of time, and connecting their writing processes to
their teaching. How Writing Faculty Write will be of significant interest to students and scholars across the
spectrum—graduate students entering the discipline, new faculty and novice scholars thinking about their
writing lives, mid-level and senior faculty curious about how scholars research and write, historians of
rhetoric and composition, and metadisciplinary scholars.
The College Buzz Book - Vault Editors 2006-03-23
A guide to the nation's colleges publishes extensive surveys from three hundred educational institutions,
covering college essays, interviews, SAT's, academic workloads, housing, fraternities, campus facilities, and
other details.
China in the Eyes of the Japanese - Wang Xiuli 2020-12-30
The relation between China and Japan is one of the most important bilateral relationships in the world but
how did the Japanese view China in ancient times? How did views change throughout the course of history?
How could China’s image be improved in Japanese people’s eyes? This book provides an analysis of the
history of contact between China and Japan and surveys the present situation to understand general views

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Getting Into College - O'Neal Turner 1994
You're no idiot, of course. You know that college life is full of exciting academic challenges, and you can't
wait to gain independence from your parents and meet new friends. But when it comes to evaluating
colleges, filling out application forms, and figuring out tuition expenses, you feel like you're back in second
grade learning multiplication tables. Don't stay back just yet! The Complete Idiot's Guide® to College
Planning, Second Edition helps make this difficult process go as smoothly as possible...and brings you
closer to your dream education. In this completely revised and updated Complete Idiot's Guide®, you get: -Helpful guidelines on figuring out what you're looking for in a college. --Up-to-date information about
applying for loans and scholarships. --Cutting-edge tips on putting together a winning application, earning
high test scores, and getting impressive recommendations. --Simple steps on qualifying for financial aid.
101 Pageant Interview Questions for the Young Contestant - Juliette Edwards 2017-09-14
Prepare your Princess, Jr. Pre-Teen, Sweetheart, Jr. Princess, & Little Miss scholarship pageant contestant
for her interview in NAM (National American Miss), MAC (Miss American Coed), IJM (International Junior
Miss), and other scholarship with 101 practice questions compiled for the state & national titleholder
daughter of a former state & national titleholder. Great for coaches and pageant moms & dads! Included
are the most common questions such as "What is your favorite color?" and also questions intended to get
your contestant thinking on the spot such as "Tell me a joke." This book of pageant interview questions for
the young pageant contestant is proven to help prepare new and experienced contestants for what is often
the most challenging event in the pageant.
PISA Take the Test Sample Questions from OECD's PISA Assessments - OECD 2009-02-02
This book presents all the publicly available questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these questions were
used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and others were used in developing and trying out the
assessment.
Resources in Education - 1999-10
Beyond Winning - National Association of Fellowships Advisors. Conference 2005-04-01
Each year thousands of students apply for competitive national and international scholarships such as the
Rhodes, Marshall, Gates Cambridge, and Fulbright. The competition for these awards is intense, and
students look to scholarship advisors for support. Many universities have created an office or designated
part of an office to assist these students, which has provided greater access for students who may not have
applied previously or successfully. It has also increased the competition. The twelve essays in this collection
from the 2003 National Association of Fellowships Advisors Conference held at the University of Denver.
Essays by the heads of the Rhodes, Marshall, Gates, and Truman Scholarship foundations provide a sense of
the philosophy and direction of their programs. The essays provide information on new initiatives, insights
into the history and significance of the programs, and insider tips for application and interview preparation.
Other essays focus on the advising and application process from successful advisors at various universities,
how the U.K. higher educational system differs from that in the United States, and the key issue of ethics in
the application process. All the essays demonstrate that the scholarship application experience itself is a
valuable one that is more about learning and service than it is about winning.
Scholarships 101 - Kimberly Ann STEZALA 2008-07-23
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changing opportunities. In addition to our descriptive award listings, there are also sections on writing
about yourself, preparing a strong curriculum vitae/resume, and obtaining strong letters of
recommendation. Peterson's also has advice for parents of accomplished students and advice from past
student award winners. Peterson's The Best Scholarships for the Best Students provides expert strategies
to help successful students apply for and win major academic and experiential awards.
-

of Japanese society toward China. Through scientific public opinion surveys as well as in-depth interviews,
the book examines ordinary and elite Japanese people’s views of Chinese culture, society, politics, the
economy, media and Sino-Japanese relations. In addition, it analyzes the main causes of the formation of
such views, and makes suggestions on promoting positive public opinions of China. The authors hope that
this title can deepen Japanese society’s understanding and comprehension of China, help promote SinoJapanese non-governmental exchange, and lay the foundation for continuous development of Sino-Japanese
relations. This title will appeal to students and scholars of cultural studies, international relations and Asian
studies.
Hiring, Training, and Supervising Library Shelvers - Patricia Tunstall 2010
Provides practical advice to help you hire, test, train, and retain shelvers.
Journal of International Students, 2017 Vol. 7(1) - Krishna Bista 2019-10-01
The Journal of International Students (JIS), an academic, interdisciplinary, and peer-reviewed publication
(Print ISSN 2162-3104 & Online ISSN 2166-3750), publishes narrative, theoretical, and empirically-based
research articles, student and faculty reflections, study abroad experiences, and book reviews relevant to
international students and their cross-cultural experiences and understanding in international education.
More at www.ojed.org/jis
The Appreciative Advising Revolution - Jennifer L. Bloom 2008
Appreciative advising, a revolutionary academic advising philosophy, calls professional and faculty advisors
to celebrate students' strengths as they help advisees achieve their life and academic goals. This userfriendly manual captures and explains in detail the six phases of Appreciative advising (Disarm, Discover,
Dream, Design, Deliver, and Don't Settle) as well as specific ways to intentionally incorporate them into
advising sessions. In addition, descriptions of initiatives at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro
highlight the successful implementation of Appreciative advising into advising sessions and programs.
Specific guidelines for implementing and assessing Appreciative advising are also featured"--Publisher's
website.
The Scholarship & Financial Aid Solution - Debra Lipphardt 2008-02-01
College costs are continuing to rise, with a four-year private school averaging $22,218 and a four-year
public school averaging $5,836 for the 2006-07 school year. The good news is that more than $134 billion in
financial aid is available. The Scholarship & Financial Aid Handbook will show you how to earmark some of
that money for your college education, ensuring that you will be able to afford a higher education.In this
book, you will learn about the different types of scholarships, including those based on academics, awards,
honors, leadership, test scores, extracurricular activities, majors, community service, volunteer work,
essays, financial aid, minority status, even some unusual ones. You will learn how to determine your
eligibility for these scholarships, as well as how to enlist the help of your parents, how to recognize and
avoid scholarship scams, how to create a résumé, how to ask and who to ask for letters of recommendation,
how to ace interviews with scholarship committees, and how to prepare for your interview. Additionally,
you will discover where to look for scholarships, from your school to local organizations, businesses, and
online. You will be provided with tips on filling out applications and tips for writing essays, as well as how
to alter your essays for multiple uses. Also included are possible essay topics, sample interview questions,
and information on state grants, FAFSA, and work study. The Scholarship & Financial Aid Handbook is
intended to be a guide for students, parents, and school personnel to assist students in finding and
obtaining scholarships. The author uses her years of experience and exhaustive research to help you benefit
from scholarships. Even if you do not have above average grades, participate in lots of extracurricular
activities, or have an abundance of extracurricular activities, you can find money to go to college. Just read
this book and apply the techniques found within.
The Best Scholarships for the Best Students - Peterson's 2011-04-01
Peterson's The Best Scholarships for the Best Students is here to help ambitious, high-performing students
get the most out of the educational process. This guide will help students find honors, awards, and life-

University-Community Partnerships for Promoting Social Responsibility in Higher Education Enakshi Sengupta 2020-07-24
This book provides empirical evidence on how universities have considered social responsibilities as their
prime focus, and engaged with civil society to enhance their values. Case studies from Indonesia to the
United Kingdom enrich the book through experience, interventions and narratives.
Get Free Cash for College - Gen S. Tanabe 2006-06
Describes how to obtain scholarships and other financial aid for college, with strategies for writing essays,
getting recommendations, and using the Internet, and includes a directory of scholarships by state and
vocation.
Athletic Scholarships For Dummies - Pat Britz 2006-03-15
Get insider tips on navigating the recruitment process Find the right school, the right program, the right
coach, and themost money You're prepared for challenges on the athletic field. But are youprepared for the
challenges of winning an athletic scholarship? Letthis friendly guide be your coach. It explains what kind
ofscholarships are out there, how to promote yourself and deal withrecruiters, and how to survive possible
snags after you've won yourscholarship. Discover how to * Get yourself noticed and recruited * Make the
most of college visits * Negotiate a contract and make a commitment * Understand redshirting * Know
when and how to transfer schools
Gender Equality and Work-Life Balance (Open Access) - Sarah Blithe 2015-06-05
Pressure to achieve work-life "balance" has recently become a significant part of the cultural fabric of
working life in United States. A very few privileged employees tout their ability to find balance between
their careers and the rest of their lives, but most employees face considerable organizational and economic
constraints which hamper their ability to maintain a reasonable "balance" between paid work and other life
aspects—and it is not only women who struggle. Increasingly men find it difficult to "do it all." Women have
long noted the near impossibility of balancing multiple roles, but it is only recently that men have been
encouraged to see themselves beyond their breadwinner selves. Gender Equality and Work-Life Balance
describes the work-life practices of men in the United States. The purpose is to increase gender equality at
work for all employees. With a focus on leave policy inequalities, this book argues that men experience a
phenomenon called "the glass handcuffs," which prevents them from leaving work to participate fully in
their families, homes, and other life events, highlighting the cultural, institutional, organizational, and
occupational conditions which make gender equality in work-life policy usage difficult. This social justice
book ultimately draws conclusions about how to minimize inequalities at work. Gender Equality and WorkLife Balance is unique as it laces together some theoretical concepts which have little previous association,
including entrepreneurialism; leave policy, occupational identity, and the economic necessities of families.
This book will therefore be of particular interest to researches and academics alike in the disciplines of
Gender studies, Human Resource Management, Employment Relations, Sociology and Cultural Studies.
New Voices in Higher Education Research and Scholarship - Ribeiro, Filipa M. 2014-11-30
Higher Education systems and universities worldwide are constantly being transformed due to everchanging practices and policies. Recent research reveals the challenges between society and higher
education continue to grow. New Voices in Higher Education Research and Scholarship explores the role of
higher education in today’s society. It discusses the rapidly changing nature of higher education around the
globe, especially the relationship between higher education and social development. This reference book
will be of use to policymakers, academicians, researchers, students, and government officials.
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